26 sqn rfc in east africa – part 1
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26 Sqn officers en-route to East Africa aboard the SS Traﬀord Hall, one of the RFC’s supply vessels which also carried stores to India and Mesopotamia.

T

wenty-six (South African) Squadron RFC was
officially formed on 8 October 1915 at Netheravon,
with newly promoted Major Gerald Percy Wallace as
Commanding Officer.1 South African pilots and observers,
recently returned from operations in German South West
Africa (later Namibia), were absorbed into the new squadron.
In August 1914, the South African Prime Minister,
Louis Botha, had been asked by the British Government to
occupy GSWA. South African forces were to attack three
German wireless stations thought to be passing on valuable
information regarding Allied shipping. The wireless station
at Windhoek was the second largest in the world and could
speak directly to Berlin. The invasion force was to be led by
General J.C. Smuts and Botha, who saw an opportunity to
acquire vast areas of territory for the Union. Early operations
encountered at least two German aircraft, and SA forces
requested air support for their ongoing operations. The South
African Government announced the official formation of the
South African Aviation Corps on 29 January 1915, and several
South African officers2 under the command of temporary
Capt G.P. Wallace, all of whom had trained in England prewar and were currently posted to RFC squadrons in France,
returned to the UK to join the SAAC.

Equipping the SAAC was to prove extremely difficult. With
no command structure to approach the War Office, RFC or
other departments in the UK, it was left to Wallace, and the
other SA officers to provide personnel, equipment, stores and
aircraft for the flight. Two officers, Edward Cheere Emmett
and Basil Hobson Turner, returned to South Africa to begin
the recruitment of ground personnel and found men available
for training, from within the gold-fields. Well versed in
European technology, engineers, fitters, riggers, carpenters
and drivers volunteered their services.
In the UK, Wallace found the priority of RFC HQ was to
supply and equipment the formation of new squadrons. With
the assistance of the Director of the Air Department at the
Admiralty, 34 mechanics were either directly enlisted in
England or transferred from the RNAS. On 15 March 1915, 26
of the mechanics departed for South Africa. The RNAS also
supplied two BE2cs (968 and 969), and three ‘all steel’ Henri
Farman F.27s were acquired from Paris.
On 3 April 1915, Capt Wallace (now the unit CO), John
Clisdal, Gordon Shergold Creed, Kenneth Reid van der Spuy,
plus eight mechanics, sailed for GSWA on the SS Umvota.
They were joined by three RNAS officers seconded to the unit,
Flt Lt John Martin Rush Cripps (RAeC 698 issued 2.12.1913)

Almost certainly the two BE2cs dispatched to South Africa in 1915, both
those shown having the early skid undercarriage.
:CCI Archive

One of the three Henri Farman F.27s acquired from Paris for use in
South Africa and photographed at Walvis Bay.
:CCI Archive
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